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Abstract

Objectives—To investigate nitric oxide (NO) activity in childhood hypertension using nitrite and nitrate (NOx) concentrations in plasma as an index of nitric oxide generation.

Design—Cross sectional study.

Setting—Tertiary care paediatric centre and district general hospitals in the UK.

Patients—Children attending the above centre for treatment of hypertension. The control subjects were normotensive healthy children attending district general hospitals for minor medical and surgical disorders.

Interventions—None.

Main outcome measures—Plasma (P) and urinary (U) NOx concentrations, blood pressure, and glomerular filtration rate.

Results—Sixteen normal children (mean age 6.9 years), 13 children with renovascular hypertension (mean age 7.8 years), and 25 children with hypertension associated with renal parenchymal disease (mean age 10.7 years) were studied. Mean (SD) PNOx values of children with hypertension with renovascular disease (15.3 (11.4) µmol/l) and renal parenchymal disease (18.3 (11.4) µmol/l) were significantly above that of normal children (11.9 (5.9) µmol/l) after accounting for age and glomerular filtration rate influences. Higher concentrations of PNOx in normal children were associated with younger age, but not in the children with hypertension. Higher PNOx concentrations were also associated with a lower glomerular filtration rate in normal children and children with hypertension with renal parenchymal disease, but not in the children with hypertension with renovascular disease. UNOx excretion expressed as a ratio against urine creatinine (Ucrex) excretion was not statistically different among the study groups.

Conclusions—PNOx is increased in children with hypertension even after statistical elimination of the glomerular filtration rate and age influences. This suggests a normal or increased NO synthase activity in childhood hypertension in contrast with adults with hypertension in whom it is described as reduced.
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The overall incidence of hypertension in childhood is 1–3%1 2 and it is associated with a significant morbidity and mortality,1 4 as in adults.5 6 The increased blood pressure in children is often secondary to some underlying cause, in contrast with that in adults in whom it is usually primary (essential). Over two thirds of such children develop hypertension due to an underlying acute or chronic renal disease or renovascular disease.1

Nitric oxide (NO), a molecule that has received extensive interest during recent years, is synthesised intracellularly from the amino acid L-arginine7 8 through the action of at least three isoforms of the enzyme nitric oxide synthase: endothelial (eNOS), inducible (iNOS), and neuronal (nNOS). The constitutive eNOS generates NO continuously and maintains the cardiovascular system in a state of constant active vasodilatation10 by activation of its receptor, the soluble guanylate cyclase, thereby increasing cyclic guanylate monophosphate and causing smooth muscle relaxation.

Many workers have shown that the basal NO dependent vasodilatation is decreased in human adults with essential hypertension. This may be due to the impaired generation of NO11–13 due to a genetic defect or acquired inhibition14 of the NO synthase or reduced sensitivity of its receptor, soluble guanylate cyclase.

Experimental inhibition of eNOS by arginine analogues increases the peripheral arteriolar resistance15 and induces hypertension.16 17 Increased plasma concentrations of methylated arginine analogues have been reported in some forms of human hypertension, such as eclampsia, which may be of pathological significance in the associated hypertension.18–20 Genetically engineered eNOS ‘knock out mice’ with no detectable eNOS were also reported to be hypertensive.21 Therefore decreased NO generation or release may play a major part in the aetiology of various forms of hypertension. Nitric oxide has a short half life in biological systems and is rapidly metabolised to nitrite and nitrate, which are relatively slowly excreted in urine. These stable end products provide a useful marker of NO synthase activity in vivo.

We investigated plasma nitrate and nitrate concentrations (NOx) and urinary NOx excretion as an index of NO generation in a group of children and adolescents with hypertension.

Patients and methods

The study protocol was approved by the research and ethics committees of Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children NHS Trust and Institute of Child Health (GOS), Basildon and Thurrock, and North West
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Surrey health regions. Informed consent was obtained from the parents of all participating subjects.

All children with hypertension who attended GOS, a tertiary paediatric referral centre, were eligible for this study. Pyrexial patients with infections or other active systemic disorders were excluded. The children with hypertension were assessed by diagnostic criteria and investigative procedures routinely undertaken in our hospital, including several measurements of blood pressure, assessment of target organ damage, and investigations to elucidate the aetiology.

No dietary adjustments were made before the investigation. Blood samples were obtained in the morning. All patients had their systolic blood pressure, height, and weight measured on the day of investigation. Blood pressure was measured using a mercury sphygmomanometer, with Doppler ultrasound for the detection of systolic blood pressure in the very young (less than 5 years old) and a stethoscope (Korotkov phase 1) in older children, in line with the recommendations of the British Hypertension Society.23 These readings were standardized against 1987 task force data24 to eliminate age differences before comparison. Diastolic blood pressures were not measured. Plasma creatinine was measured using a standard enzymatic reaction (Kodak Ektachem).

Normotensive children were recruited from Frimley Park Hospital, Surrey and Basildon District General Hospital, Essex who attended for minor disorders such as behavioural problems, short stature, and for minor surgical procedures such as grommet insertion and hernia repair. Their blood pressures were also measured by the same observer (CG) before sampling. None had evidence of an active organic disease or infection at the time of sampling.

Venous blood was drawn into nitrite and nitrate free heparinised tubes on ice. The plasma was separated within four hours of collection and frozen at −70°C until analysed. A duplicate whole blood sample was stored at room temperature for 24 hours before processing as just described to assess the stability of NOx in whole blood ex vivo.

Plasma nitrite concentrations were determined by first reducing the nitrate enzymatically using nitrate reductase from Aspergillus spp.25 Briefly, plasma samples were diluted 1:4 with Milli-Q distilled water and incubated with assay buffer (composition (mmol/l): KH2PO4, 50; NADPH, 0.6; FAD, 5.0; and nitrate reductase, 20 mU; pH 7.5) for one hour at 37°C. A standard graph for nitrate was constructed by incubating sodium nitrate (1, 100 µmol/l) with the assay buffer. The resultant nitrite concentrations were determined by chemiluminescence and expressed as the amount of total plasma nitrite and nitrate (NOx) in µmol/l. The interassay variation was 14.1%.

The glomerular filtration rate was calculated using the formula validated for children by Morris et al;25 glomerular filtration rate (ml/min/1.73 m²) = (40 x height (cm))/plasma creatinine (µmol/l)).

Wherever possible a urine sample was also collected from the subjects within four hours of the collection of the blood sample. Urinary NOx (chemiluminescence) and creatinine (Jaffé reaction) were measured and the urinary NOx/creatinine ratio was calculated to eliminate the confounding effects of urinary dilution and body weight before comparison.26

STATISTICS

The data were analysed using SPSS 6.0 (SPSS Inc) computer software. The systolic blood pressure was expressed as a SD score against the 1987 task force data27 using an inhouse computer program. The plasma NOx among all groups of children was compared using factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA) incorporating age and the glomerular filtration rate as covariates that may affect plasma NOx concentrations. The relations between plasma NOx (PNOx) and renal function, systolic blood pressure SD score, and ages within the groups were assessed using Pearson’s correlation coefficient.

Urine NOx/urine creatinine ratios (U NOx/ U crea) were log transformed for normalisation and compared among the groups using one way ANOVA. Correlations between PNOx and log U NOx/ U crea ratios within each group were also assessed.

Results

We studied 16 healthy normotensive children and 38 children with hypertension due to renovascular disease and renal parenchymal disease. Table 1 gives the descriptive data of each group. Thirty three of the 38 children with hypertension were receiving pharmacological treatment at the time of the blood sampling and none was receiving nitrovasodilator treatment. The remaining five were sampled before starting pharmacological treatment. The systolic blood pressure SD score of the groups with hypertension were significantly greater than those of normal controls (one way ANOVA, F = 9.39, p = 0.0003).

PLASMA NOx (PNOx)

The PNOx of normal children decreased with age (r = −0.67, p = 0.004, fig 1A) and glomerular filtration rate (r = −0.69, p = 0.003, fig 1B). The PNOx of the subgroups of children with hypertension did not correlate with age (renovascular disease, r = −0.3, p = 0.2; renal parenchymal disease, r = −0.06, p = 0.7). A lower glomerular filtration rate was associated with a higher PNOx in the children with hypertension.
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with renal parenchymal disease \( (r = 0.59, p = 0.002, \text{fig 2}) \), but not in children with hypertension with renovascular disease \( (r = -0.04, p = 0.8) \).

After correction for the influences of age and glomerular filtration rate, \( P_{\text{NOx}} \) remained significantly higher in the children with hypertension with renal parenchymal disease than in those with renovascular disease and the group of normal subjects (factorial ANOVA, explained \( F = 3.9, p = 0.007, \text{fig 3} \)). \( P_{\text{NOx}} \) did not, however, correlate with the systolic blood pressure SD score in any of the hypertensive groups (normal controls, \( r = 0.003, p = 0.9 \); renovascular disease, \( r = 0.2, p = 0.4 \); renal parenchymal disease, \( r = 0.1, p = 0.5 \)).

The highest concentration of \( P_{\text{NOx}} \) (that is greater than 30 µmol/l) was observed in five children with hypertension (fig 3), of whom three were sampled before pharmacological treatment started. Four of the five had hypertension due to renal parenchymal disease.

**Discussion**

The direct measurement of NO in vivo is difficult as it is rapidly inactivated in biological systems to the stable end products nitrite and nitrate.\(^{27}\) Nitrite concentrations in plasma are low (about 5%) compared with those of nitrate\(^{27}\) and eventually all NO metabolites are excreted as nitrates in urine without a diurnal variation.\(^{27}\) Dietary nitrate contributes to plasma nitrate concentrations. Standardisation of diet is difficult in children, in particular in the very young, as their dietary patterns and requirements vary widely. For instance, infants.
Nitrovasodilators used in the treatment of hypertension may alter plasma nitrate concentrations; however, none of the patients we studied were receiving this form of treatment. Nitric oxide formed through the action of an iNOS expressed in many cells (for example macrophages, smooth muscle) may also contribute to \( P_{\text{NOx}} \) concentrations after activation due to infection and other inflammatory disorders.\(^{37-39} \) This error was minimised by including only apyrexic patients with no clinical evidence of an active systemic disorder. Low grade disease activity of the kidney itself may, however, have contributed to the increased plasma concentrations of NOx in some patients in this study, in particular in the group with renal parenchymal disease.

Only a limited number of untreated children with hypertension were available for this study as many were receiving antihypertensive treatment before arrival at this tertiary centre. NOx concentrations in three of the five untreated children with hypertension were greater than 30 \( \mu \text{mol/l} \), compared with only two of the 33 (6%) in the treated group. These differences were not statistically comparable due to the heterogeneity of their aetologies of hypertension, but were suggestive of a tendency for increased NO generation in the untreated group, either originating via increased constitutive eNOS activity from the vascular endothelial cells (a possible compensatory action against increased blood pressure) or through the expression of iNOS as a consequence of their pathological disorder leading to hypertension.

Most of the subjects recruited in this study were receiving more than one antihypertensive drug. We had no ethical permission to stop antihypertensive treatment before blood sampling as some of the patients had presented initially with severe life threatening complications such as encephalopathy and heart failure. Antihypertensive treatment may have altered the natural homoeostatic mechanisms that may involve NO pathways in hypertension and hence our results. The comparisons of blood pressure SD score among groups show significantly high mean scores in the hypertensive groups compared with those of controls, however (table 1). Therefore our findings are likely to be reflective of at least the homoeostatic trend of NO activity in high blood pressure.

The correlation between increased \( P_{\text{NOx}} \) concentration with a lower glomerular filtration rate observed in normal children suggested that the low glomerular filtration rate in normal infants may contribute to their higher concentration of \( P_{\text{NOx}} \) in infancy. Thus the tendency for NOx concentrations in plasma to decrease with age in normal children may be a reflection of an age related increase in glomerular filtration rate.\(^{25} \) This may be relevant, particularly within the first two years of life. On the other hand, this reduction in \( P_{\text{NOx}} \) also coincides with the normal increase in blood pressure, again most marked within the first year of life.\(^{25} \) Therefore a reduction in eNOS activity with age may also partially explain the reduction of NOx with age and the age would be mainly receiving a fluid and milk diet. Therefore we were unable to standardise dietary intake in this study. Mammals, however, produce nitrite and nitrate far in excess of that which can be accounted for by diet\(^{31} \) and the conversion of \( L \)-arginine to NO is the only known source of nitrate and nitrite production in mammalian tissues.\(^{32} \) Therefore \( P_{\text{NOx}} \) may be used as an index of NO generation in vivo.\(^{33-35} \) It has been suggested that a lesser fraction of NO in whole blood is inactivated by the formation of methaemoglobin or nitrosylated haemoglobin,\(^{36} \) hence \( P_{\text{NOx}} \) may change in samples of whole blood ex vivo. In this study no evidence was found for a change in \( P_{\text{NOx}} \) in whole blood ex vivo for up to 24 hours at room temperature.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Normal subjects (n=12)</th>
<th>Renovascular disease (n=13)</th>
<th>Renal parenchymal (n=18)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( U_{\text{NOx}} ) (mmol/l)</td>
<td>0.147 (0.07–0.31)</td>
<td>0.151 (0.04–0.27)</td>
<td>0.156 (0.03–0.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( U_{\text{NOx}}/U_{\text{creat}} ) ratio</td>
<td>0.023 (0.002–0.239)</td>
<td>0.052 (0.020–0.162)</td>
<td>0.023 (0.005–0.059)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Correlation coefficient between plasma NOx and \( U_{\text{NOx}}/U_{\text{creat}} \) ratio: \( r = 0.8; \ p < 0.001 \), \( r = 0.3; \ p = 0.4 \), \( r = 0.5; \ p = 0.1 \).

---
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**Figure 4** Scatter plot of plasma NOx (\( P_{\text{NOx}} \)) concentration and concomitant urinary NOx/urinary creatinine ratio (\( U_{\text{NOx}}/U_{\text{creat}} \)) in normal children.
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**Figure 5** Urinary NOx (\( U_{\text{NOx}} \)) excretion expressed as a ratio against urine creatinine (\( U_{\text{creat}} \)) excretion in normal control subjects and in children with hypertension due to renovascular disease and renal parenchymal disease.
dependent increase in blood pressure in infancy. This is supported by the significant positive correlation found between PNOx and the UNOx/Ucreat ratio in the normal group—that is, the higher the PNOx, the higher the urinary excretion of nitrate. From this evidence it could be speculated that NO generation is possibly higher in infants, which may contribute to their lower blood pressure. Further studies are required in normotensive children to elucidate this clearly.

In this study we used UNOx/Ucreat ratios instead of clearances to assess the urinary excretion of NOx. Although the use of renal clearances (calculated with steady state plasma and 24 hour urine excretion of NOx) would have been more appropriate in adults, the use in children of the urinary excretion of various substances in relation to the concentration of creatinine in urine has been a recognised reliable estimate of the excretion of a substance in children’s urine for over 25 years. This methodology, based on the finding that creatinine excretion is relatively constant per kilogram of body weight in 24 hours, was initially validated for albumin excretion and is now known to be valid for the assessment of the urinary excretion of a variety of other substances (tubular proteins, oxalate, calcium, magnesium, etc.) and is widely used. This use of UNOx/Ucreat ratios excludes the need for timed urine sampling in children (which is often inaccurate) and offers simplicity and greater reliability. In addition, it offers reliability for the estimation of substances that may not be stable in 24 hour urine collections. Therefore we believe that the use of UNOx/Ucreat ratios is a reliable and a simple method of comparison of urine NOx excretion among study groups.

We have shown that the reduced glomerular filtration rate (as a measure of renal function) is associated with an increase in the plasma concentration of NOx in children with hypertension associated with renal parenchymal disease. Although the lowest UNOx/Ucreat ratios were noted among the hypertensive group with renal parenchymal disease there was no direct correlation between the PNOx concentration and urinary NOx excretion within the hypertensive groups. This further supports the view that although high PNOx correlates with a lower glomerular filtration rate in the patients with hypertension with renal parenchymal disease, an increased PNOx is not a direct consequence of a decreased excretion of NOx. Therefore the altered concentration of PNOx may reflect an increased production of NOx rather than a decreased urinary excretion, unless there is an alternative route of NOx elimination.

We were unable to show a correlation between the glomerular filtration rate and PNOx in the group with hypertension with renovascular disease, unlike in the group with renal parenchymal disease, although the two groups had lower than normal glomerular filtration rates. This may suggest that the renal function (glomerular filtration rate) is a less significant factor in influencing PNOx concentrations in certain groups of patients with hypertension. A similar observation has been made in patients with septic shock, a disorder with excessive NO generation, where PNOx seems to be less influenced by renal function. It is therefore possible that in the presence of abnormally increased NO production, PNOx is less influenced by renal function and may be excreted through alternative routes.

PNOx did not correlate with the systolic blood pressure (expressed as SD scores) in any of the groups with hypertension. This may be due to the fact that slowly excreted NOx, the stable end product of NO metabolism, is more likely to reflect the cumulative levels of NO production during the preceding 24–48 hours. Unfortunately we did not have an assessment of the blood pressure profiles in our patients for the preceding 24–48 hours before the blood was taken for NOx estimation to test this hypothesis.

There was no evidence of a decreased PNOx activity in children and adolescents with hypertension. Indeed, PNOx appears to be either normal or increased. This suggests that NO generation in childhood hypertension is either normal or increased and a reduction in the eNOS activity is unlikely to affect the generation of hypertension in children. This theory is further supported by the complete reversibility of hypertension in some patients by the removal of the aetiology (for example renal artery stenosis). This difference in blood pressure–NO pathophysiology between children and adults may be related to the differences in the aetiology of hypertension; in adults it is predominantly essential in which there may be reduced vascular endothelial NO generation, whereas in children (in our study groups) the hypertension is predominantly secondary in which the endothelial generation of NO is normal or may even be increased. Animal studies have shown enhanced endothelial dependent NO release within the coronary resistance arteries of spontaneously hypertensive rats, which may represent a compensatory mechanism. A study by Habib et al has also shown evidence for an enhanced production of NO in the presence of high systemic vascular resistance in heart failure by showing the greatest increase in systemic vascular resistance in response to the NOS inhibitor L-NMMA in patients with the highest systemic vascular resistance. Therefore an increase in NO production is likely to occur, possibly as a counter-regulatory mechanism in the presence of increased vascular resistance. This could be the reason for the increased plasma concentrations of NOx detected in this study in some patients. It will be interesting to determine whether a similar situation may be applicable in adult subgroups of patients with hypertension.

NO generation appears to be increased or normal in childhood hypertension. This phenomenon suggests an upregulation of eNOS activity in some patients, either as a consequence of increased shear stress or hormonal influences on the vessel wall, or as a counter regulatory mechanism against hypertension. In addition, this may be a counter-regulatory phenomenon in childhood hypertension against increased levels of endogenous NOS inhibitor methylated arginine analogues due to...
the renal impairment which is often seen in these patients. The interpretation of plasma NO concentrations as an index of NO generation is being individually, even after correcting for renal function and dietary influences, is unreliable as there appears to be another route of its elimination, especially in the presence of increased NO generation.

Conclusions

P\textsubscript{NO} is increased in children with hypertension. Although this may partly be explained by associated renal dysfunction, there is a logical argument to suggest normal or increased NO synthase activity in childhood hypertension, in contrast with adults with hypertension in whom it is described as reduced.
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